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I. INTRODUCTION

Gambling has always been a large part of American culture. In fact, “today, 48 states and
the District of Columbia permit some form of legalized gambling,”¹ and the widespread
availability of gambling combined with states that permit gambling in some form has led to a
federal research study that has shown that over sixty percent of adults gamble in one form or
another.² Furthermore, a Gallup Poll showed that eighty percent of those surveyed supported

² Michael P. Kailus, Note, Do Not Bet on Unilateral Prohibition of Internet Gambling to Eliminate Cyber-Casinos,
legalizing gambling.  Although much of that gambling may have been done in traditional casinos there has been a clear move in recent years towards online gambling, and the rapid growth of the online gaming industry over the last fifteen years is evidence of that trend. The first online gambling sites showed up around 1995 and these sites have grown in number to the point that the volume of gambling done through the Internet is greater than that of Las Vegas and Atlantic City. The projected revenue from all online gambling sites in 2009 is roughly twenty billion dollars and that figure is expected to continue to grow in years to come.

Historically, sports betting accounted for the majority of the money that was gambled on online casinos. However, over the past decade there has been a significant shift in how online gamblers are betting, and the shift to poker has accounted for more than forty percent of all online gambling. One of the larger online casinos, PartyGaming, reported revenue in 2005 of nearly one billion dollars. Eighty-eight percent of their revenue came from online poker and of the approximately eight hundred eighty million dollars gambled on their site eighty-four percent of that revenue was generated from players in the United States. Furthermore, the total amount gambled online in the United States was estimated at approximately six billion dollars. Approximately fifteen to twenty million people in the United States had placed bets online.

---

3 Id at 27.
5 Id.
7 Id at 339. Online casinos have boomed to approximately 1,800 in 2002. Id.
8 Id
9 Id
10 Id.
11 Id.
13 Id.
14 Id
during 2005 which accounted for that six billion dollars.\textsuperscript{16} These numbers clearly represent that, despite the efforts of U.S. lawmakers, people continue to gamble online in incredible numbers. In fact, the growth of online poker has been projected to reach over twenty-four billion dollars at the end of this year.\textsuperscript{17}

A great deal of the growth and popularity of online poker, and in particular Texas Hold'em, can be traced to the television exposure that poker received through channels like ESPN, The Travel Channel, and Bravo,\textsuperscript{18} each of these channels nationally broadcast high stakes poker tournaments in the United States.\textsuperscript{19} The amount of television exposure that United States citizens received was overwhelming and online gambling sites were quick to cater to Americans that wanted to try their luck at online gaming. However, the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) was quick to step in and try to stop these sites from advertising in the U.S. and they issued letters to the National Association of Broadcasters alerting them that allowing online casinos to advertise would be considered aiding or abetting illegal gambling operations.\textsuperscript{20} Shortly after the DOJ issued this statement several media companies were issued subpoenas\textsuperscript{21} but there were no actual cases where the DOJ prosecuted a lawsuit against any of these companies.\textsuperscript{22} Although U.S. lawmakers tried to limit the ability of online gambling sites to advertise on U.S. television these companies were able to avoid any further trouble by advertising their dot-net sister-site rather


\textsuperscript{18} See, e.g., World Series of Poker (ESPN); World Poker Tour (The Travel Channel); Celebrity Poker Showdown (Bravo).

\textsuperscript{19} Christopher Grohman, \textit{Reconsidering Regulation: A Historical View of the Legality of Internet Poker and Discussion of the Internet gambling Ban of 2006}, 1 J. Legal Tech. Risk Mgmt. 34, 64 (2006).


\textsuperscript{21} Id at 555.

than using the dot-com site.\textsuperscript{23} After exploiting this loophole the ability of online gambling companies to advertise freely in American markets certainly aided in making online poker in the United States extremely popular.

The growing popularity and the revenue generated from online gambling, and poker in particular, led lawmakers to try and bring to an end, or at the very least limit the ability of U.S. citizens to access online gambling sites.\textsuperscript{24} These attempts came in two forms: a somewhat inconsistent interpretation of the Wire Act\textsuperscript{25}, and the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act ("UIGEA").\textsuperscript{26} However, each of the acts has struggled to limit or prosecute individual online gamblers because of how difficult it is to track people in cyberspace.\textsuperscript{27} Furthermore, many proponents of legalizing poker argue that poker is a game of skill as opposed to a game of chance and therefore not within the reach of either the Wire Act or the UIGEA.\textsuperscript{28} The skill aspect of poker and its effect on the classification of online poker will be explored in the text to follow. In addition, the effectiveness and applicability of the Wire Act and the UIGEA will be examined below along with some of the issues arising from each act. Finally, the issue of State action and legalization with regard to online poker will be considered.

\textsuperscript{23} This became an important distinction in the eyes of the Department of Justice and media companies because the dot-com sites offered gambling for real money which was in direct conflict with the stance of the DOJ in regard to online gambling. On the other hand, the dot-net sites offered the ability to play for free and avoided any potential issues with the DOJ. However, it is clear that the advertising was effective in getting players to gamble on the dot-com sites as well as visit the dot-net sites. See Joseph Lewczak, Safe Bet?, PROMO MAGAZINE, Jan. 1, 2006, http://promomagazine.com/legal/marketing_safe_bet/.


\textsuperscript{26} 31 U.S.C. §§5361-5367.


II. THE DOMINANT FACTOR IN POKER AND THE CHANCE/SKILL SPECTRUM

It has often been said with regard to poker that if you cannot find the sucker at the table then it is you.  

This simple statement is rooted in the idea that poker is a game of skill and that the more skillful players will always win over the less skilled or novice players. Poker is a game that requires a specific skill set and some of those skills include:

1. The ability to calculate precise mathematical odds of a needed card coming on a turn or river;
2. The ability to read your opponents behavior and body language; and
3. The ability to understand and apply advanced strategic concepts such as semi-bluffing and playing for implied odds.

The list above includes only some of the abilities that a skilled poker player possesses and helps illustrate clearly that there is a significant amount of skill involved in playing both traditional and online poker.

However, courts have had a mixed reaction as to the question of poker being a game of skill or a game of chance. When courts have tried to make the determination of whether poker is a game of skill or of chance the majority of these courts have relied on the dominant factor test. Using the dominant factor test, a court will find that a game is based on chance “when an element of chance dominates the distribution of prizes, even though such a distribution is

29 Source unknown
31 Id.
32 Id.
33 Id.
34 Michael A. Tselnik, Note, Check, Raise, or Fold: Poker and the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act, 35 Hofstra L. Rev. 1662-63 (2007).
35 Id.
affected to some degree by the exercise of skill or judgment.”36 The main thrust of the dominant factor test is to place all games along a spectrum and determine where they fall, either more towards chance or more towards skill. Recognizing that most casino games will have elements of both chance and skill the important language is whether “an element of chance dominates” the game.37 The courts also may look to certain factors like whether or not a player can learn through experience and how well skilled players do as opposed to unskilled players.38 Following that reasoning, poker players use information and educated guesses based on probabilities as to what odds are necessary to win a given hand, “each hand is simply a process of analyzing a ratio of risk versus reward.”39 The experience one can gain playing poker combined with a known skill set may be enough to lead some courts to find poker is a dominantly skill based game. Despite the majority of states using the dominant factor test to determine whether a game is predominately one of skill other states have taken a more aggressive stance by banning all games regardless of the skill component.40 Although a minority of states have banned all games a large majority of state gambling laws only address games of chance and not games of skill.41 This leaves a void of uncertainty surrounding hybrid games like poker which is what causes a lot of interpretation problems with regard to the Wire Act and the UIGEA.

37 Id.
39 Tselnik supra note 26, at 1648 citing David Sklansky, The Theory of Poker (4th ed. 2001) See also Sklansky at 245 (“like any other gambling game, poker is a game of risks versus rewards. Any decision you make at the poker table can be thought of as a comparison of the risk involved in a particular play and the possible reward for the play.”).
40 Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Louisiana, Maryland, and Tennessee court decisions and statutes have eliminated the need to determine the dominant factor by banning all games and not distinguishing between games of chance and games of skill.
In Regulating Public Morals and Private Markets: Online Securities Trading, Internet Gambling, and the Speculation Paradox Hurt summed up the distinction between games of chance and games of skill well in stating that “on one end of the chance/skill spectrum, chance exclusively controls the return of an economic wager. On the other end of the spectrum, the skill of the wagerer controls the return to a greater extent.” 42 Below, as Figure 1, is a table that Hurt created to illustrate the chance/skill spectrum:

FIGURE 1 43

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pure Chance</th>
<th>Skill Mixed with Chance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;L&quot; Games; ack</td>
<td>Skill Mixed with Chance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackjack Derivatives &amp; Poker</td>
<td>Long-Term Passive Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;L&quot; Games;Day</td>
<td>&quot;L&quot; Games;Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day Trading</td>
<td>Long-Term Active Stock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lottery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Entertain
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42 Id at 34.
43 Hurt, supra note 38, at 378. This figure outlines the chance/skill spectrum.
This table shows poker as a hybrid game involving elements of both skill and chance and certainly does not classify poker as a game dominated by chance.44 In Hurt’s article she went on to say that “in no point in the spectrum does the element of chance disappear, as even in contests of skill, the impact of chance can never be eliminated.”45 This concept is very applicable to poker, anyone around a poker table for a while has heard about a “bad beat,”46 chance can never be completely eliminated in poker or any gambling activity. But, due to the skilled nature of poker the better player will win in the long run.

Other casino games (beside blackjack and poker, which are listed in the above table) can also be placed into Figure 1, games of pure chance including roulette, craps, keno, bingo, and slots47 would be on the far left of Hurt’s chart because they rely solely on chance and there is no skill or strategy to them. However, poker can be differentiated from pure chance games in that a skilled poker player has a greater probability of making money in the long run based on his skill and experience, whereas your odds of winning do not change in pure chance games.48 Poker also involves playing against other individuals rather than the casino, where the odds of the games are certainly in the houses favor and no amount of skill will change those odds. Tselnik clearly stated the distinction between making money at skill games like poker and trying to win money playing pure chance games when he wrote “the most skillful roulette player cannot overcome the

---

44 Id.
45 Hurt, supra note 38, at 378.
46 A bad beat occurs when one player has an overwhelming statistical advantage over another player and yet because of chance the weaker player wins the hand. (ex. Player 1 has a 95% chance of winning the hand over player 2 but due to chance or luck player 2 wins the hand).
48 Id.
decided advantage of a casino, while skillful poker participants can outwit other players on a level field. Simply put, since the odds are not stacked against poker players, skillful play trumps the “luck factor” en route to an annual profit.”

In attempting to define what constitutes a game of skill it is helpful to look at a definition provided by the Alabama Supreme Court: “Skill – in the context of activities… is merely the exercise, upon known rules and fixed probabilities, of “sagacity,” which is defined as “quickness or acuteness of sense perceptions; keenness of discernment or penetration with soundness of judgment; shrewdness; [the] ability to see what is relevant and significant. Thus, an activity that results in an award based upon the exercise of these qualities in conjunction with definite rules and probabilities that can be calculated by the bettor is not prohibited.” This quote reiterates, to some degree, the elements of a skillful poker player that were listed above and it shows that some courts are willing to look at games like poker as a game dominated by skill rather than chance and therefore not a game prohibited by law. Additionally, other courts have specifically found that poker is a game of skill. California found that poker tournaments are games of skill using the dominant factor test, Pennsylvania has also found that poker was predominately a game of skill in Commonwealth v. Watkins, and the Montana Supreme court found poker to be a game of skill defining it as “a game played by individuals with one player pitting his skills and talents against those of the other players.” Moreover, the Washington Supreme Court found

49 Tselnik supra note 34, at 1645.
50 Opinion of the Justices, 692 So. 2d 107, 111 (Ala. 1997).
that the state’s lottery statutes didn’t bar poker because poker was a game that involved substantial skill.\(^{54}\)

Despite the findings of courts such as California, Montana, Pennsylvania, and Washington many other states have decided that poker is a game of chance and have banned it altogether. These states include Colorado,\(^{55}\) Nebraska,\(^{56}\) New York,\(^{57}\) North Carolina\(^{58}\), and Illinois.\(^{59}\) Although there have been a great deal of cases that discuss, and have ultimately decided whether poker is a game of skill or chance, the courts that have found poker to be predominately a game of chance have not conducted any sort of analysis as to the factors and skills that go into playing poker at a high level.\(^{60}\) The lack of information and analysis by these courts may have been due to a general lack of information regarding poker at the time of those decisions. But, as the popularity of poker continues to grow and the revenue generated from online poker gets larger there should be more data available to the courts and ultimately this additional data may prove to be a deciding factor in future cases.

In the introductory comments to this paper there were several stats showing how quickly online poker gained popularity and how profitable a market there was for online gambling. It was not surprising that people gravitated toward online gambling considering the number of sites, the availability of playing online poker, and the convenience online play offers. In fact, despite the varying court decisions regarding the legality of online poker the industry continued

\(^{55}\) Charnes v. Central City Opera House Ass’n 773 P2d 546 (Colo. 1989).
\(^{56}\) Indoor Recreation Enters., Inc. v Douglas, 235 N.W.2d 398 (Neb. 1975).
\(^{58}\) State v. Mchone, 90 S.E.2d 539, 539-40 (N.C. 1955).
to grow. Although the question in front of the courts always involved whether poker was a game dominated by skill or chance that question became somewhat more difficult to answer in the online context and opponents to the legality of online poker claim that many of the skill components involved with poker are greatly diminished in the online context.

These claims are misguided because the skills involved in traditional poker do in fact translate to the online version of the game. Each of the various skills can be used in an online context; the math involved is the same and the ability to read betting patterns also remains the same. Perhaps the only skill that cannot be transferred to the online game is the player’s ability to read an opponent’s body language because players are not in the physical presence of each other. Although this point is valid it is not enough to state that the skill component of online poker is diminished and the game becomes dominated by chance. One of the biggest reasons that skilled players win in the long run is because they use their understanding of mathematics and probabilities to increase their odds of winning over an extended period of time and that does not change in the online version of the game. As an additional counterpoint to Conon’s article there are some resources available to online players that are not available to traditional poker players. One such resource is tracking software which records other players betting tendencies and betting history. Although this may not be a perfect substitute for being able to pick up on the physical tells of other players at a table it is certainly a valuable tool to a skilled player that can use the knowledge gained from the software to his advantage.

---

61 Grohman supra note 19, at 37.
63 See supra text accompanying notes 30-32.
Online poker still requires a great deal of skill and the skilled players will still maintain an edge over novice or unskilled players. In fact, a study was done into artificial intelligence as it could apply to poker and this study showed how a skilled online poker player using various techniques could maintain an edge over other players online.\textsuperscript{65} Taking this a step further the researcher pitted skilled players against a computer programmed to calculate the probabilities and always make to “correct” move.\textsuperscript{66} The researchers involved in building the computer program described poker as “a game of imperfect information, where multiple competing agents must deal with probabilistic knowledge, risk assessment, and possible deception, not unlike decisions made in the real world.”\textsuperscript{67} Darse and the other researchers recognized almost immediately that many of the real world poker skills translated directly into the online game.\textsuperscript{68} The computer program that these researchers created was called Loki\textsuperscript{69} and although the program was successful initially “online opponents would detect patterns and weaknesses in the program’s play, and they would alter their strategy to exploit them.”\textsuperscript{70} The results that these researchers found directly supports the contention that skilled players can adapt their skill set to the online environment and continue to have success over less skilled opponents, or in this case a less skilled computer.\textsuperscript{71}

There are several contending views as to the legality of online poker and as to whether poker is a game of skill or chance, but the tide seems to be turning toward the view that poker involves a great deal more skill than chance. Although the United States has not come to a

\textsuperscript{66} Id. (The correct move is defined as being determined by hand strength, pot odds, and overall probability of success in a given hand).
\textsuperscript{68} Id.
\textsuperscript{69} Id.
\textsuperscript{70} Id.
\textsuperscript{71} Id.
uniform decision as to whether online poker is legal or not it is clear that the millions of U.S. citizens are going to continue to test their skill on the Internet.

III. FEDERAL AND STATE EFFORTS TO LIMIT AND CONTROL ONLINE GAMBLING ACTIVITY

As online gambling grew in popularity it triggered several key policy concerns within the federal government. The first is that the ease and accessibility of online gambling sites “could exacerbate the temptations facing compulsive gamblers.” The next policy concern was age verification; online it is much more difficult to verify the players age than it would be in a traditional casino environment. Third, there is a fear that online casinos invite the potential for fraud due to the lack of regulation, and finally, the government is concerned with the potential for money laundering due to the “volume, speed, and international reach of Internet transactions and offshore locations” along with the “high level of anonymity” of the offshore online casinos. Later in the text it will be shown that the latter concern may have actually been made worse by the enacting the UIGEA.

The federal government has tried to introduce bills or apply existing ones (see the Wire act) that would limit Internet gambling or remove it altogether as early at the 1990s when the first online casinos popped up. One of the first attempts to curb online gambling activity came in the form of a proposed amendment to the Wire Act that would have banned all forms of online

---

74 Id at 3.
75 Id. at 3-4.
76 Id at 4.
77 See Rodefer, supra note 41, at 34-35.
gambling. Additional proposals, including the UIGEA, focused on stopping the flow of funds to online casinos by limiting credit card companies and financial institutions ability to transfer money to any known online casino, but this approach was also ineffective. Despite the large governmental interest in regulating this area the predecessors to the UIGEA were defeated and it was not until the passage of the UIGEA that the government had a bill, other than the Wire Act, to try and oppose the ever expanding online gambling world. Although the U.S. was almost completely void of online casino’s following the DOJ’s hard-line stance regarding online gambling it did little to deter online casinos from sprouting up offshore. Worldwide gambling generates revenues of approximately $260 billion and due to gambling’s acceptance in many markets outside the U.S. over eighty countries have expressly legalized gambling. By March of 2005 the online casinos running outside the United States were:

- Antigua (536)
- Costa Rica (474)
- Kahnawake Mohawk, Canada (401)
- Curacao (343)
- Gibraltar (111)
- United Kingdom (70)
- Belize (60)

---

78 Id. at 36
79 See McBurney, supra note 6, at 348-49.
80 Id.
81 See Ohr statement, supra note 73 at 3.
84 Id.
While the DOJ’s position may not have had the desired impact of banning all online gambling activities their position did manage to make some impact on the online gambling community within the U.S., almost all online casinos moved off shore, and most credit card companies and payment processors for the online casinos voluntarily blocked U.S. citizens from being able to process wagers using their services. However, the DOJ’s position was not enough to counteract the growing market for online gaming so the Wire Act was used to try and deter American players from participating in online gaming.

A. THE WIRE ACT

Although the federal government has historically left the regulation of gambling to the states they took the position that online gambling was, and is, illegal under the Wire Act. This Act prohibits the use of “a wire communication facility for the transmission in interstate or foreign commerce of bets or wagers… on any sporting event or contest.” Despite the fact that the Wire Act could not have contemplated online gambling because it predated the invention of the Internet the federal government maintained the position that the Wire Act allows for prosecutions of all online gambling. The DOJ also took the position that the Wire Act, as originally written in 1961, criminalized all forms of online gambling, although the authority for this is somewhat unclear (this ambiguity is mentioned below with regard to People v. World Interactive Gaming Corp). However, an important problem with the Wire Act, and the

86 Id.
88 Id.
89 See Letter from Jon P. Jennings, Acting Assistant Att’y Gen., Department of Justice, to Patrick J. Leahy, Ranking Minority Member, Comm. on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate (June 9, 1999), http://www.usdoj.gov/criminal/cybercrime/s692ltr.htm.
90 Stewart supra note 4, at 7
UIGEA, is that it is limited to those “engaged in the business of betting or wagering.”

There were several cases involving the application of the Wire Act to online gambling activities that helped to shed light on the opposing views of the applicability this Act to online gaming.

In Re MasterCard two men wanted the court to void large debts they incurred by using their credit cards to gamble on an online casino. The plaintiffs attempted to use the Wire Act as a predicate offense in a Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations Act (“RICO”) claim to discharge their debt. However, the fifth circuit upheld the reasoning of the lower court that stated “the Wire Act concerns gambling on sporting events or contests,” and the Wire Act did not apply to non-sports gaming over the Internet, including online casinos. District Court Judge Duvall found that “a plain reading of the statutory language clearly requires that the object of the gambling be a sporting event or contest.” In fact, there are no federal laws that do specifically outlaw online poker. Additionally, in United States v. Barborian the defendant gambled as much as one thousand dollars per day, often exceeding eight hundred dollars per wager, but it was held that he was not in violation of the act because the plain meaning of the words required that he be in the “business of betting or wagering.” This decision also limited the ability of federal prosecutors to use the Wire Act to stop online gambling.

---

91 18 U.S.C. § 1084(a)
92 In re MasterCard Int’l Inc. Internet Gambling Litig., 313 F.3d 257, 263 (5th Cir. 2002)
93 Id.
94 Id at 261-262.
95 Id at 262
96 Id at 475.
97 Id.
Although the MasterCard case seemingly removed online gambling from the reach of the Wire Act several cases held the opposite opinion. In The United States v. Cohen\textsuperscript{100} the court interpreted the Wire Act in another way, upholding the trial court’s conviction of the defendant for violating the Act.\textsuperscript{101} In that case the defendants ran an online sports betting business in Antigua called the World Sports Exchange.\textsuperscript{102} The defendant’s company catered to U.S. citizens that would wire money to Antigua and then place their bets through the phone or over the Internet.\textsuperscript{103} In upholding the conviction the second circuit explained that the operators of the online site “knowingly transmitted information assisting in the placing of bets” and that their intent to violate the laws of the U.S. was irrelevant. The Cohen decision was important because prior to that case the prosecutions of Internet gambling were few and far between. One case that was successfully prosecuted came out of New York. In People v. World Interactive Gaming Corp\textsuperscript{104} the New York court was able to prosecute the defendant under both state law and the Wire Act by applying the language of the Wire Act to a non-sports casino.\textsuperscript{105} Although, in an interesting note to that case the DOJ stated that there was some ambiguity as to the applicability of the Wire Act in that case. Perhaps that ambiguity helped lead the MasterCard court to the opposite holding of both Cohen and World Interactive Gaming.

However, more recently in United States v. Lombardo the court revisited the application of the Wire Act and convicted the defendant by distinguishing the meaning of the Wire Act from the holding of the MasterCard Case.\textsuperscript{106} In Lombardo the court found that the act was not limited to sports betting and wagering and that the lack of such language in the second and third

\begin{footnotes}
\item[100] 260 F.3d. 68 (2d Cir. 2001).
\item[101] 260 F.3d. 68 (2d Cir. 2001).
\item[102] Id. at 70.
\item[103] Id. at 76.
\item[104] 714 N.Y.S. 2d 844, 852 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1999)
\item[105] Id.
\item[106] United States v. Lombardo, 639 F. Supp. 2d 1271
\end{footnotes}
elements of the statute showed a direct intention by Congress to encompass more than simply sports betting and wagering. The recent decision in the Lombardo case is at odds with the holding in MasterCard and certainly strengthens the government’s position that online gambling is illegal and that they can prosecute under the Wire Act. The Lombardo court also cites to the Cohen decision as a way of showing that there is precedent for using the Wire Act to stop online gambling. However, the differing decision in MasterCard, Cohen, and most recently in Lombardo highlight the tension that exists throughout the country as to whether online gambling is prohibited by the Wire Act. This tension exists due to the varying federal court holdings and because of the various State approaches to online gambling. Cohen and Lombardo certainly strengthen the position that online gambling is illegal but they do not provide black letter law that can be applied throughout the country. Issues regarding federalism and express legislation from pro gambling States will continue to cause controversy.

B. THE TRAVEL ACT

Due to the lack of force the Wire Act had after the MasterCard and Barborian decisions the government looked to the Travel Act as another way to try and restrict online gambling. The Travel Act, unlike the Wire Act, requires a predicate offense in order to apply it to an online gambling violation, and it criminalizes “whoever travels in interstate or foreign commerce or uses the mail or any facility in interstate or foreign commerce, with intent to distribute the proceeds of any unlawful activity…” The Act goes on to define unlawful activity as “any business enterprise involving gambling.” In United States v. BetOnSports the Wire Act was

107 Id.
109 Id.
used as the predicate felony for the application of the Travel Act to stop BetOnSports from doing business in the U.S.\textsuperscript{112} The BetOnSports case illustrated how the government was able to meet the two pronged test of gaining a conviction under the Travel act, but it certainly didn’t fill the void of regulation left in the area of online gambling. The prosecution was able to show: One, an underlying violation of a state anti-gambling law; and that “mail or any facility” clause of the Act was triggered by gambling activity.\textsuperscript{113}

A decision in United States v. Nader also had a serious impact on the application of the Travel Act as it pertained to online gambling.\textsuperscript{114} The court found that the use of a telephone was a facility in intrastate commerce, within the meaning of the act, when used to advance an illegal activity and it was a violation of the Travel Act.\textsuperscript{115} Prior to this decision the government had taken the position that gambling on the Internet took place both at the place the bet was received and where the bet was made.\textsuperscript{116} But post Nader, if this reasoning is applied to the Internet the government would only need to show an underlying violation of a state gambling law to gain a conviction within the Travel Act and the issue of where an online act occurred would be irrelevant.\textsuperscript{117} Despite the apparent “victories” in BetOnSports and Nader the federal government still needed a stronger act to combat online gaming. So, the next bill that the federal government passed in an attempt to curb online gambling and it’s perceived ill effects was the UIGEA.

C. ISSUES INVOLVING THE UNLAWFUL INTERNET GAMBLING ENFORCEMENT ACT

\textsuperscript{112} See U.S. v. BetOnSports PLC, No. 4:06CV01064 (CEJ) slip op. at 9 (E.D. Mo. Nov. 9, 2006).
\textsuperscript{113} Grohman, supra note 19, at 46.
\textsuperscript{114} United States v. Nader 542 F3d 713 (9th Cir. 2008).
\textsuperscript{115} Id. at 722.
\textsuperscript{117} Grohman, supra note 19, at 46.
The Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act became law in 2006,\textsuperscript{118} and many of the concerns the drafters wanted to address in this act were discussed above.\textsuperscript{119} The core of the UIGEA sought to make it a felony for a person “(1) engaged in the business of betting or wagering to (2) knowingly accept money (3) in connection with unlawful gambling.”\textsuperscript{120} The UIGEA aims to stop online gambling by preventing money transfers from U.S. citizens to any online gambling site.\textsuperscript{121} One of the biggest problems regarding the enforceability of the UIGEA is the ambiguous term “unlawful Internet gambling,”\textsuperscript{122} and despite the best efforts of the lawmakers that drafted the UIGEA there are serious concerns as to the ability to enforce the Act against those that gamble online.\textsuperscript{123} In the same way that the Travel Act requires a predicate offense to trigger a violation, the UIGEA also requires that some underlying offense be committed to prosecute.\textsuperscript{124}

Two important notes involving the UIGEA with regard to enforceability are: (1) individual gamblers are not subject to the UIGEA and (2) it doesn’t unambiguously ban all forms of Internet gambling.\textsuperscript{125} The lack of a total ban on all Internet gambling had led some proponents of online gaming to believe that some areas of gambling are legal, especially those claimed to require a higher degree of skill.\textsuperscript{126} In Alexander’s article an opposing view was presented that the UIGEA is “arguably broad enough to encompass not just games of chance but

\textsuperscript{118} See text supra note 26.
\textsuperscript{119} See text supra, footnotes 70-73
\textsuperscript{121} Blankenship , supra note 115 at 486.
\textsuperscript{124} 31 U.S.C. § 5363.
\textsuperscript{125} Id.
\textsuperscript{126} Id.
hybrid games in which chance is present, such as poker,“ but the statutory language supporting this view is not readily apparent. Although, the UIGEA does not define “game[s] subject to chance” and despite the language used by congress (the lack of the word “predominantly”\(^ {128}\)) some opponents of legalizing poker feel that hybrid games and even games dominated by skill may be banned by the UIGEA.\(^ {129}\)

The term “gambling” has taken on a variety of meanings throughout the history of the United States and has been associated with lotteries\(^ {130}\), bookmaking\(^ {131}\), and skill based “contests” like poker. In the context of the UIGEA unlawful Internet gambling is “placing, receiving, or otherwise knowingly transmitting a bet or wager by any means which involves the use, at least in part, of the Internet where such bet or wager is unlawful under any applicable federal or state law.”\(^ {132}\) The Problems with the UIGEA definition reside in the fact that it relies on pre-existing laws that have proven to be unclear and inadequate in providing a clear picture as to what is and is not illegal gambling on the Internet.\(^ {133}\) The UIGEA has also excluded several forms of gambling from its reach which causes further confusion as to how comprehensive the act was meant to be.\(^ {134}\)

Two such exemptions the UIGEA has carved out are for fantasy sports and for betting on horses.\(^ {135}\) Parallels can be drawn between participants in fantasy sports and those that play online poker; each believes that their game and their ability to win rest on their skills when tested

\(^ {127}\) Alexander, supra note 118 at 27.
\(^ {128}\) Id.
\(^ {129}\) Id at 28.
\(^ {130}\) See Darlington Theares, Inc. v. Coker, 2 S.E. 2d 782, 786 (S.C. 1939) (referring to the term “lottery” as a “species of gaming”).
\(^ {133}\) Aubuchon, supra note 121 at 306.
\(^ {135}\) Id. §5362(1)(E)(ix).
against the skills of the other players. The uncertainty regarding the legality of online poker and the presence of the fantasy sports exemption to the UIGEA cause many Internet gambling advocates to believe that online poker may also be legal. Further to this point, another exemption to the UIGEA has been made based on the Interstate Horseracing Act (“IHA”). Although this exception has been addressed by the DOJ, and they have stated that the exemption provided for the IHA did not make online horseracing bets legal. But, should it become clear that the IHA exemption does allow for the placement of bets online proponents of other forms of online gambling, poker in particular, will certainly have a stronger argument for exempting their game.

Turning the focus back toward one of the main goals of the UIGEA (the ban on money transfers to online gaming sites) it is important to look at some of the negative consequences as a result of these goals. Although the UIGEA attempts to ban all money transfers from being made to online casinos it is failing in that task. In fact, “the law did not make it impossible or illegal for Americans to bet online, but it did make it trickier for players to get their cash to the offshore casinos that run the Internet sites.” Although it may be trickier for players to get their money transferred to online gambling sites “the majority of Internet gamblers do not use direct transacting practices from their own U.S. banks accounts to online casinos, but rather take advantage of offshore third-party payment processors like PayPal or Neteller, commonly referred

\[137\] See Poker Players Alliance FAQ #4, http://www.pokerplayersalliance.org/about/faq/#faq7.
\[140\] See Conon, supra note 62, at 1160.
to as “e-wallets”, and these e-wallets easily allow gamblers to circumvent the UIGEA.\textsuperscript{142} E-wallets have become extremely popular and have proved to be a very big burden for U.S. financial institutions to have to try and monitor.\textsuperscript{143} Nicholas Wajda’s\textsuperscript{144} article pointed out the popularity and common practice of using e-wallets for gambling online due to the backlash of the credit card companies restricting direct transfers to online casinos in response to the UIGEA.\textsuperscript{145} Any U.S. citizen with a credit card can transfer funds to an e-wallet, which will in turn be sent to an online casino (for a small transaction fee), which is also almost completely beyond the banking institutions control and outside the reach of the UIGEA.\textsuperscript{146} These e-wallets are located almost exclusively offshore and it is highly unlikely that the UIGEA will be able to regulate or prosecute these companies.\textsuperscript{147} Not only has the UIGEA been unsuccessful in achieving its goal of stopping money from being transferred to offshore online gambling sites but the opposite effect has occurred. The UIGEA has created a new, unregulated market for transferring money to these online casinos. As an example Fulltilt Poker, which allows U.S. customers to deposit money via privately run e-wallets, has reported a six hundred percent increase in profit by continuing to serve U.S. customers.\textsuperscript{148}

The UIGEA was enacted to try and protect U.S. citizens from the perceived dangers associated with online gambling and poker. However, the unregulated offshore market, inadvertently created by the UIGEA, for e-wallets and online casinos may in fact be hurting
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Americans far more than it is helping them.\textsuperscript{149} The UIGEA may have been able to stop the publicly traded financial institutions and publically traded e-wallets from accepting money related to online gambling but the UIGEA created a very large market for privately owned e-wallets that is not regulated at all.\textsuperscript{150} Alexander summed this point up well in stating that “It is ironic then, that practical effect of U.S. policy has been to increase market share for these unregulated e-casinos, which are potentially more harmful than their publically-traded and regulated counterparts,”\textsuperscript{151} and it is easy to see how the unregulated e-wallets can cause a great deal of problems, the same problems the UIGEA was created to address.\textsuperscript{152} For example, the licenses required to work for some of these companies are far less regulated than any such licenses in the U.S.,\textsuperscript{153} some countries take licensure in another country as prima facie evidence of suitability.\textsuperscript{154} Despite the best efforts of lawmakers it is clear that the UIGEA is not achieving its desired goal and U.S. citizens continue to gamble online without much difficulty.

D. STATE’S RIGHT WITH REGARD TO REGULATING GAMBLING WITHIN THEIR BORDERS

In United States v. Edge Broadcasting Co., the Supreme Court endorsed the view that states had the right to govern gambling activity because gambling was not constitutionally protected.\textsuperscript{155} States, using their police power to regulate gambling, have almost total authority in

\textsuperscript{149}\ Alexander, supra note 118 at 34-35.
\textsuperscript{151}\ Alexander, supra note 118 at 38.
\textsuperscript{152} See text supra, footnotes 72-75.
\textsuperscript{154} Kahnawake Gaming Commission, Regulations Concerning Interactive Gaming § 32 (1999).
\textsuperscript{155} 509 U.S. 418, 426 (1993)
that regard. The ruling in Edge Broadcasting calls attention to the question of how the UIGEA and other federal acts should affect the states’ right with regard to online gambling. In fact, based on the ruling in Edge Broadcasting it can be argued that the UIGEA has already impinged on the state’s rights to regulate their gambling activity. Although the UIGEA does not prohibit intrastate gaming as long as the state regulates the online activity the line as to where bets are placed and received has become very blurred. Additionally, a Texas state court explained that “a statute that prohibits recording bets in Texas [could not] be used against a gambling business which records bets [overseas], even if the bets are called in from Texas.” The ruling in this case shows that states themselves have blurred the line as to what is legal with regard to online gambling and that determination would differ from state to state. Looking further into this holding it seems plausible that the holding can be read to mean that states reserve the right to allow bets to be placed and received beyond their own borders. However, the UIGEA has clear language opposing the view of the Truesdale court and there is a clear inconsistency here that needs to be resolved with regard to the States rights to regulate online gambling.

The exact nature of how the UIGEA affects each state’s rights may be unclear but some states have taken a proactive and clear stance on the legality of Internet gambling within their borders and some states have recently passed legislation affirmatively allowing online gambling.
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IV. CONCLUSION

There has been a great deal of debate as to the legality of online gambling and the role online poker should play. Several states have offered their opinions either through the courts or through legislation and there seems to be a clear trend towards legalizing poker as a game of skill. However, federal statutes have not followed that trend, and Federal acts including the Wire Act and the UIGEA are in desperate need of updating and federal lawmakers need to come to a decision as to whether they will allow online gambling or ban it completely. Right now the state of online gaming and online poker falls squarely within a grey area of the law and acts like the UIGEA don’t do anything to help shed light on the legality Internet gaming.